TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:
Weeks of April 13th and April 20th (as of 4.13.15)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of April 13th and April 20th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

WEEK OF APRIL 13th (as of 4.13.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK

Special Episode
19 KIDS & COUNTING: DUGGERS SAY I DO – Tuesday, April 14

Season Finale
MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING – Thursday, April 16

MONDAY, APRIL 13

8/7c
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE – LAST CHANCE – “BENNIE” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Life Original Premiere)
Bennie and Ronda both have houses full of stuff and lives filled with emptiness. Decades of compulsive hoarding has driven loved ones away. If they don’t get help soon, their hopes for happiness may remain buried amid their possessions.

TUESDAY, APRIL 14

8/7c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “JILL’S HAVING A…”
Featuring additional footage and viewer’s tweets – Jill and Derick Dillard find out the gender of Baby Dilly! Jill’s buddy group throws a Duggar-sized reveal party for the whole family. They even plan a surprise for Derick’s mom, who is 400 miles away in Omaha. What will it be… a baby boy or girl?

8:30/7:30c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “BIRTHING CLASS AND TEAMWORK”
Featuring additional footage and viewer’s tweets – Back to the grind, Michelle and the little ones take dog Bubba for a bath. Joy delegates chores now that Jill and Jessa are out of the house. Anna sews up a present for the newlyweds Jessa and Ben, while Jill and Derick attend their first birthing class.

9/8c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “DUGGARS SAY I DO”
We have witnessed Josh, Jill, and Jessa tie the knot, but how did they pull off a Duggar-sized wedding? The Duggar clan along with wedding planner Sierra will reveal their points of view and tips in this hour-long wedding special.

10/9c
**7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS – “RENO-CATION”**
The family takes a break from their fixer-upper and goes on a ski trip, but when Trent is diagnosed with pneumonia, it’s up to Amber to keep the vacation on track.

**THURSDAY, APRIL 16**

9/8c
**MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING – “THE GYPSY BALL: A NIGHT TO REMEMBER”**
Four gypsy teens looking for love prepare for the most anticipated event of the year - the annual Gypsy Ball. But no gypsy affair is ever complete without a ton of family drama!

10/9c
**TRAILER PARK: WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR – “WE’RE GONNA ROCK THIS PARK”**
The trailer park gets ready to rock when Roxy throws a concert starring the Bandit, but Becky isn’t happy about the plan. The growing romance between Brock and Jessica is threatened when he drunkenly kisses her best friend.

**FRIDAY, APRIL 17**

9/8c
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “CASE OF DRESS DISTRESS”**
Jamie is devastated when she falls in love with an over-budget gown her bossy bridesmaid picks out. Natalie has trouble committing to a dress in the absence of her ill mother. Fitting bride Nadia is nervous her reception gown will be the wrong color.

9:30/8:30c
**BRIDE BY DESIGN – “IT’S A NICE DAY FOR A BLACK WEDDING”**
Allyson wants a custom black wedding gown, but worries if Heidi can make it look bridal and not like a cocktail dress. Heidi helps Jenna create a “Build-a-Bride” dress that is inspired by her mother’s wedding gown and also reflects her own style.

10/9c
**BRIDE BY DESIGN – “EXTRA SUPPORT, PLEASE”**
Elon needs Heidi’s help designing a custom wedding gown that will make her feel sexy and also keep her large assets in place! Rhonda comes to Heidi hoping to create a “Build-a-Bride” gown that would have made her late father proud.

**SUNDAY, APRIL 19**

9/8c
**LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “WHEN A BEDROOM DOOR CLOSES, A CLOSET DOOR OPENS”**
With Larry Jr. officially moves out, a heartsick Theresa decides to ease her pain by giving his old bedroom a makeover. How will LJ react when he returns home for the first time? Later, Theresa surprises a pregnant woman with a reading, and reconnects her with her father.

9:30/8:30c
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “BEHIND THE SCENES: KNOCK & SHOCK”
It was the scream heard around the world in December when Theresa surprised a contest winner in New Orleans on live television for the first time. Now, we show you everything that happened behind-the-scenes leading up to that amazing event. From Theresa traveling in disguise to backstage mishaps and tensions, we pull back the curtain on what it took to pull off LONG ISLAND MEDIUM’S first live “Knock & Shock.” This special episode also includes never before seen bonus footage of the reading.

10/9c
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – “BILL PAXTON”
Actor/Director Bill Paxton researches his paternal lineage, uncovering the captivating life of an ancestor who was a war hero in an historic battle and who shaped politics and society during a turbulent era.

WEEK OF APRIL 20TH (as of 4.13.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK

Special Episode
19 KIDS & COUNTING: JESSA’S HONEYMOON (episode title TBD) – Tuesday, April 21

Season Finales
TRAILER PARK: WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR – Thursday, April 23
BRIDE BY DESIGN – Friday, April 24
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – Sunday, April 26

MONDAY, APRIL 20

8/9c
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE – LAST CHANCE – “MICHELLE” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Life Original Premiere)
Tony and Mark Gore thought they’d struck gold at a real estate auction until they went inside. Rather than flip the house, the Gore brothers helped made arrangements for the former owner, Michelle, to buy her house back. But things didn’t go as planned.

TUESDAY, APRIL 21

8/7c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “DUGGARS SAY I DO”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – We have witnessed Josh, Jill, and Jessa tie the knot, but how did they pull off a Duggar-sized wedding? The Duggar clan along with Wedding Planner Sierra will reveal their point of view and tips in this wedding special.

9/8c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING – HONEYMOON SPECIAL (EPISODE TITLE TBD)
It’s only been a week since Jessa and Ben said “I do” and now they’re off on their romantic European honeymoon. Watch as they travel to Paris, Rome, and Venice and experience what life is like as a newlywed couple...will they miss their former chaperones?

10/9c

7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS – “HOT MAMA”
Trent and Amber continue to keep the spark alive in their marriage especially on Valentine’s Day when they go out for dinner and dancing. Later, Trent has a very special Valentine’s Day surprise for Amber waiting at home.

10:30/9:30c

7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS – “RUN, BIG DADDY, RUN!”
Amber hits her breaking point with their dysfunctional kitchen. The kids plan a surprise birthday dinner for Trent and Amber, while Trent trains for a Fun Run.

THURSDAY, APRIL 23

9/8c

TRAILER PARK: WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR – “NOW WILL YOU MARRY ME?”
Becky’s attempt to get Roxy fired backfires and Cecil gives Roxy more power in the trailer park. Marvin gears up for a second proposal to Anne. Jessica and Britney hatch a plan to get back at Brock for his two timing ways.

10/9c

TRAILER PARK: WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Episode description not available at this time.

FRIDAY, APRIL 24

9/8c

SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “WORTH THE WAIT”
Brittany who was always the bridesmaid but now the bride, wants to ‘drop it low’ in a dress! Veronica is determined to make her second wedding perfect. Erika bought her dress four years ago, and is now ready to walk down the aisle.

9:30/8:30c

BRIDE BY DESIGN – “ABSOLUTE PERFECTION”
Heidi’s former intern, Molly, is back and has high expectations for the team to create the perfect custom dress she’s planned for years. Felisha needs Heidi’s help when she is torn between a dress that’s sweet or a bit sassy from the “Build-a-Bride” line.

10/9c

BRIDE BY DESIGN – “CELEBRITIES AND PRINCESSES”
Laura Beth wants to feel like a celebrity in one of Heidi’s custom gowns, but she keeps changing her mind about making the dress simple or dramatic. After a fairytale proposal, Taylor asks Heidi to help create a “Build-a-Bride” dress inspired by her fiancé.

SUNDAY, APRIL 26
9/8c
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “NEVER BEFORE SEEN”
In this special hour, we take a look at LONG ISLAND MEDIUM readings that have never been seen before. Theresa reconnects a couple with their young daughter whose life was cut short by Crohn's disease. Then, Theresa brings closure to a man whose father died decades ago.

10/9c
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – “MELISSA ETHRIDGE”
Melissa Etheridge digs into her French roots and finds a family shaken by a scandalous lawsuit; a turbulent relationship entangled with tragedy; and an adventuresome ancestor who prospered in colonial America.